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RESEARCH QUESTION

(SEMI-)AUTOMATIC CATEGORY LEARNING

Cooperative project of political scientists (Helmut-Schmidt-Uiversity Hamburg) and Natural
Language Processing Group (Leipzig University).

A large margin classifier (Support Vector Machine) is applied to learn text feature
characteristics for categories from manually annotated examples.

We investigate theoretical assumptions on the neo-liberalization of politics empirically
through observation of changes in political justifications in the public sphere.

We start with an initial set of manual codings (inter-coder-reliability data is provided
during the process) and train an initial classifier model.

Our understanding of neo-liberal justifications is a technique of economization which
uses arguments, claims and metaphors for legitimating certain policies
and, therefore, belongs to the language characteristics and qualities of politics.

Domain experts judge on classifier results w.r.t. a limited selection from the result
set to refine the classification model (active learning).
Initial annotations and automatic suggestions are selected from the entire
feature space, such that they cover examples throughout the entire document collection.
This process is repeated until the quality is saturated (performance indicators
signal no further improvements). Finally, the classifier is applied to the complete corpus.
The annotation and the classification task is completely supported by a graphical
interface implemented in the Leipzig Corpus Miner.

DATA

Text classification for content analysis

Our main source is a text corpus which consists of 3.5
million articles of daily/weekly issued German
newspapers from six decades.
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MODULAR RESEARCH DESIGN
A modular research design which combines qualitative
content and discourse analysis with automated text processing
is suitable for this task.
We look for patterns of justification (argumentation
and claiming) which are learned from manual
annotations of selected highly relevant documents.
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Classification performance depends on appropriate
features for the domain and class.
A set of lexical-, POS-tag-, dictionary-based and
n-gram-features extracted from textual examples is used.
For each category, the process automatically sub-selects
features (chi-square significance, minimum frequency) to to
speed up and optimize the classification process.
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS
Classification quality is predictable by an inter-coderreliability test on the category reliability of
the manual annotation process.
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Classifier performance for our category on individual
paragraphs is of medium quality due to a complex
definition of the category.
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Classifier performance is still sufficient for the analysis goal of trend prediction, as
long as we can expect that classifier error rates are rather stable within subsets of the base
population, hence, category proportions are over-/underestimated
systematically over time.
Stability of error rates can be assumed, since the active learning process
guarantees high quality training data across all publication years of the corpus.
Trends of neoliberal justification are identified. Classified text snippets can be
further analyzed (semantically and quantitatively w.r.t data facets such as paper sections).
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Classification strategy is generic for any set of categories.
Accuracy/Precision/Recall/F1 is important but not vital for trend detection for a category.
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